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Abstract
Many studies attempt to characterize microbiome stability and dy-
namics across environments [Costello et al., 2012, Stein et al., 2013,
Faust et al., 2015]. These problems often have a flavor not just of
time series modeling but also of regime detection, the partition-
ing of time into intervals with distinct behaviors, a problem with
a rich history and applications to speech recognition [Fox et al.,
2011], finance [Lee, 2009], EEG analysis [Camilleri et al., 2014]
and geophysics [Weatherley and Mora, 2002]. In spite of the paral-
lels, regime detection methods are rarely used in microbiome data
analysis.
We distill the core ideas of different regime detection methods,
provide example applications, and share reproducible code, making
these techniques more accessible to microbiome researchers. We
ultimately hope to describe types of regime switching that, through
careful modeling, can be incorporated into studies of microbiome
dynamics. Code for all examples is available at https://github.
com/krisrs1128/tsc_microbiome.

Problem description
Statistical analysis provides succinct representations of complex
data. We can think of the reduced representations as a type of data
compression for human interpretation, and as in any (lossy) com-
pression, there is a choice of what structure to preserve. Different
reductions facilitate different comparisons – for example, cluster-
ing bacteria allows easy comparison of taxonomic categories, while
clustering samples allows a comparison of full community states.
For regime detection, the comparisons we would like are
•For each species, can time intervals be assigned to different
dynamic regimes?

•Can we define subsets of species which have similar patterns of
behavior, in terms of these regimes?

Case study background
As a concrete use case for different regime detection methods, we
reconsider the data of [Dethlefsen and Relman, 2011], which stud-
ied the response of bacterial populations in the human gut to an-
tibiotic treatments. Generally, there is interest in characterizing
dynamics and stability in the microbiome.
This study collected 16s sequencing measurements for three sub-
jects sampled over long time courses (∼ 50 days), with two an-
tibiotic interventions given in between. Therefore, each subject
served as their own control, and the effect of antibiotic perturba-
tions could be analyzed within the context of natural long term
variation.
There are strong inter-subject effects in this data, and we will
focus on subject F for most analysis. This subject had been found
to have a microbiome that only partially recovered after the first
antibiotic time courses.

Tree-based methods

•Classification and Regression Trees (CART): A tree
that uses X to predict y provides a partition of the X space in
a way that ensures y has lower variation within than between
partitions [Breiman et al., 1984]. We use hierarchical clustering
to obtain an ordering sj ∈ {1, . . . , nspecies} across species, then
model the count for the jth species in the ith sample as
yij ≈ f (sj, ti) where f ∈ T , the space of decision trees. The
output is a fitted partition on (sj, ti), see Figure 1.

Figure 1: CART partitions across species and timepoints. Each column here
corresponds to an Amplicon Sequence Variant (ASV), and rows are time-
points. The three subjects (D, E, and F) are laid out side by side. Each
rectangle in the figure represents the leaf node for a CART model fitted on
presence-absence data, shaded by the fitted probability of being present in a
given species by timepoint combination. The long horizontal beige bars in
subjects D and F correspond to the antibiotics time courses. Note the incom-
plete recovery among some species in Subject F, corresponding to large beige
rectangles.

•Hierarchical Clustering: We can visualize species
abundances after ordering them according to a hierarchical
clustering tree [Johnson, 1967]. The resulting ordered heatmap
could potentially resolve partitions in the species by time space.
This approach depends on several choices,
• Transformations: Some transformations (

√
x, log (1 + x), ...) might more

effectively capture variation of interest.
• Distance: Different distances reflect different data characteristics.

Parametric modeling

• (Sticky) Hidden Markov Models: Suppose z1 ∼ π0
comes from some initial distribution π1 ∈ SK−1 and has some
K ×K transition probability matrix P whose rows lie in SK−1,
where SK−1 denotes the K − 1 dimensional simplex.
Conditional on zt, xt is emitted according to the density pθzt (x),
one of K emission densities pθ1 (x) , . . . , pθk (x). Concisely,

xt|zt ∼ pθzt (xt)
z1 ∼ π1

zt|zt−1 ∼ Pzt−1 for t > 1.
Sticky HMMs are an extension of ordinary HMMs designed to
induce “stickiness” in state transitions – states should be
encouraged remain unchanged over longer sequences.

Figure 2: The modal sequences zit according to the HMM estimated through
EM. Each row corresponds to a species, while columns give timepoints. Species
are sorted according to similarity in estimated modes. Vertical beige bands
indicate antibiotic interventions, and their length represents the duration of
the effect.

•Switching Linear Dynamical Systems (SLDS): In
contrast to HMMs, which assume data are i.i.d. within regimes,
SLDSs only require constant dynamics within regimes
[Linderman et al., 2016], modeling observations yt according to

yt|xt, zt ∼ N (xt|Cztxt, Rzt)
xt|xt−1 ∼ N (xt|Aztxt−1, Qzt)
zt|zt−1 ∼ Pzt−1 for t > 1,

Figure 3: Visualization of parameters fitted by parallel SLDSs on the antibi-
otics data. Each tile is posterior mean for a parameter from one species at one
timepoint, after integrating out regimes zt. At and Qt give state dynamics,
while Ct and Rt describe emissions.

•Bayesian Analysis of Simultaneous Changepoints:
All the parametric methods described so far model the regime
switches for each species separately. The changepoint detection
approach of [Fan and Mackey, 2015] instead directly pools
information across sequences that seem to share common
regime switches.

Figure 4: The estimated changepoint probabilities at different times (rows)
for different species (columns) when using binarized presence-absence data.

•Dynamic Tobit Model (DTM): It can be useful to treat
the zeros observed in microbiome time series data differently
from other abundances. DTMs treat zeros as censored
observations.

Figure 5: “Imaginary” observations (blue) consistent with an observed abun-
dance time series (black). Inference done through scan sampling [De Jong,
1997].

Nonparametric modeling

•Mixture of Gaussian Processes (mGPs): To capture
capture switches between regimes, mGPs fit separate GPs
across regions that appear to have different dynamics
[Ghahramani and Hinton, 1998, Heinonen et al., 2016]. This
yields different smoothness within different regimes.

Figure 6: Evolution of state assignments (colors) in an mGP across Gibbs
sampling iterations (rows). The blue blocks correspond to the zero regimes.

Figure 7: Posterior means and 95% intervals for the fitted mGPs. The red
process is associated with a peak after the second antibiotic intervention.

•Sticky Hierarchical Dirichlet Process HMMs: The
nonparametric version of sticky HMMs [Fox et al., 2011]
increases the number of estimated states as more data become
available, providing adaptive versions of Figure 2.
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